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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.Finalist for the Charlotte Mew Prize Acid and Tender is
rich with music, vivid detail and the tensions suggested in the
title. The poems that explore Frida Kahlo s life and art mirror
her surreal imagery and passion, a worthy homage. Jen Rouse
gets to the heart of both poetry and painting when she writes, I
paint/ the flowers so they/ will not die. -Ellen Bass, Judge of the
Charlotte Mew Prize Jen Rouse s poems are the dark and
delightful imaginings of a born fairytale maker. Into the woods
we go, there to find a girl with a hummingbird head, a
resurrected Frida, a pair of small ruthless kings, a phoenix in a
coffee shop, blow darts, knives, wings of Jurassic proportion.
All is fabulous, all is makebelieve. Or not. Reader: read
carefully. These poems walk the blood edge of real. -Maureen
Seaton, Author of Fibonacci Batman: New Selected Poems Jen
Rouse s Acid and Tender embraces the tragic myth of Frida
Kahlo-though not through the artist s biography. Instead, this
poet approaches the iconography of Kahlo s paintings as if
crafting intercessory...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke
I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an
extremely basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered
me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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